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Temple Run is an action platform game similar to the Endless Runner sub-genre in
which you have to run while dodging all sorts of obstacles. After a group of local

thieves destroy all traces of Craig's presence, he (along with Morse)
enthusiastically explores the city in search of clues. Looking for clues, Kreig

discovers a drowned car - an old assembly line where he finds a thread that he says
is a thread from his missing sister. Morgan asks to find a phone booth, but Krim
finds only an empty one, with a phone inside. Here he notices that the walls, on

which there are no traces of paint, have weak points, like dents. Because Craig did
not know how agile the criminals are, he decides to test the strength of the walls
with his bare hands. He attracts the attention of the bandits and they kill him by
cutting off his arms and legs. But Craig is not dead, so he opens the booth door
with one hand and runs to the car. With the help of wire cutters, he removes the

door and is free. Morgan solves the problems with money with the help of an
unusual scheme - an old friend Kirk Brown (Colin Heigl) offers him to earn 20
thousand for a heart transplant operation. Craig, without hesitation, agrees to a

risky business, and Kirk takes on this business to save him, but Morgan does not
know that Brown is the key to the success of the operation. When Kirk arrives at
the clinic, Morgan tells him that if Brown changes his mind, he won't get cancer
and can die a natural death. A few minutes later, Kirk calls Morgan and says that

he agreed to the operation and can do whatever he wants with his heart, but on the
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condition that Morgan return the money for the medicine to him. Kirk promised
Morgan over the phone that he could pay him his share if he had money left to live
on. Kirk tells Morgan that he'd better go back to the source of the money now and
says he'll give him the money if he gets what he wants. Morgan tells him to leave

him alone, but Kirk pushes him away and stabs him in the heart. Morgan comes to
his senses for a long time and begins his journey through the station, following the
train schedule. He wonders why the detectives, who should be his allies, turned out

to be enemies.
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